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’Magic’ turns $300 into thousands for SJSU
f rank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
’talk to Chris Panopulos long enough and
It’s not too hard to believe that $300 can turn
into SIO0
It all happens through the magic ol compound interest, said Panopulos. a 1949 SJSI
graduate And it’s all in a trust lund for the universIt

Chris Panopulos
SJSI ’ philanthropist

Rec gala
kicks off
project
start up
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
State and local politicians have
been invited to v isit the campus
Wednesday for the Rec Center groundbreaking ceremony on the ROTC field
at noon.
The sounds of the SJSU modern
jazz ensemble will fill the air. Krazy
George will he up to his usual antics
and heads everywhere %ill be adorned
with blue-and-gold Jim McMahon sty le sweatbands.
Judy Hermann. Student Union director of public relations, said if everything goes as planned, she hopes everyone in the campus community will
know that the $2.0 million Student
Union Recreation and Events Center is
finally on its way.
In this case, Hermann said. "everyone" includes students and nonstudents.
Hermann said that when the public finds out about the center, it will realize that dynamic things are happening at SJSU.
"The community needs to know
that San Jose State is an exciting
place," she said.
But Hermann said she also is concerned that students see that the plans
for the Rec Center are moving along.
"Students, too, need to know
what’s on their horizons," Hermann
said. "We want to raise their awareness, so that when they see a hole in
the ground and dust in the air, they’ll
know what’s happening."
To accomplish that awareness,
Hermann, along with Student Union
Director Ron Barrett, is planning to
pull out all the stops.
Dignitaries --- ranging from San
Jose Mayor Tom McEnery and the entire city council to California Secretary
have been
of State March Fong Eu
invited to the ceremony, Hertnann
said. Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose. and members of the
Santa Clara County Board of
See GALA, bark page

But it may lake as Ione is II))) years to
happen.
Panopulos celebrated what he termed a
milestone in the trust fund reaching the S50.000 point
by throwing a party for about 60
of his closest friends at the International Center. 360 S. 11th St . , on Thursday
At die luncheon were SJSI’ 1Scsident Gail
Fullerton. San Jose City Councilman Jim
Beall, San Jose Mercury New columnists
Leigh Weimers and Pat Dillon, unisersity !acuity and administrators. Alumni Association

reliresentato es and members of the local business community
Panopulos said it a small aintium it
money is ins ested
and the money and its interest are left intact
the original sum multiplies
\ll the interest, all the do Wends, all the
capital gains
they ’re plossed hack into the
fund... he said.
In addition. othei ;Mullin and laculty hoe
contributed small amounts to the tund. and
Panopulos adds it (nun time to unie
"After a long nine. ii grows into a signil
cant amount of money ." he said
The fund was estahlished in I 9644
At the rate the trust is glow mg nos% , it will
reach S.2.5(1.01X1 by
yea! 20011 and SI million between 2012 and 2111-1. Panoptilos said.
"There has to he a ikios ss hen this thin
reaches SI million," he said
When the trust w as originalk. estahlished.

the goal was to reach $1 million in 2030 and in 19(1)," said music Prot. Irene Dalis.
S100 million by 2070.
Glen Guttornisen, retired associate execThe odds are with us that we’re on the utive vice president tor business attain. agright track,’ Panopulos said.
reed.
When the trust fund reaches $100 million,
’We all owe him a real debt.’ he said.
a permanent endowment will be established
The university will not have to wait until
that will yield SIB million "year after year,"
2070 for all the money
he said
Panopulos gave what he called small
Pantipulos said his main goal is to act as a
cataly situ r attracting attention and donations to checks to Connie Sauer, associate executive
vice president for business affairs, and Janet
the umyersity.
"Too may people think of San Jose State Redding. executive director of the Alumni Association. at the luncheon. He said he preferred
as second-rate. I don’t believe that," he said.
Panopulos said the purpose of the lun- to keep the amount unknown.
cheon was to highlight some of the university’s
Additional money stilt he distributed in
programs. including its football and basketball 1991, 2011 and 2031. he said, to he used at the
teams. the School of Engineering and the president’sdiscretion.
School of Humanities and the Arts.
Panopultis has also established a similar
Panopulos ’s enthusiasm seemed almost trust for the city
,
No money w ill be spent until that fund
’1 w isli there were a few more like Chris reaches %I million.

CSU not likely
to do drug tests

Spartan success

Duke’s order singles out ’sensitive’ jobs
/0
1441.1
i I

"

deft us

By Paula Ray Christiansen
officials with personal student interacDaily staff writer
tion !night be affected by the order.
Gov. George Deukmejian’s order Stetson said he did not know, hut
California’s
of
for drug testing some
"
if the order were made to apply
230,000 state employees is not likely to the CSU, we would have to go
to affect CSU employees. said Jeff through the collective-hargaining pmStetson, the system’s officer.
cess to determine who would be afUnder the order, the Department fected and how."
of Personnel Administration and the
"It could not go into effect immeState Personnel Board will develop a diately
. it would take awhile," he
plan to provide for a "drug -free state said.
workplace." while protecting the pri"It is doubtful that t this order>
sacy of those affected.
would affect us
. but stranger
Drug testing will be required for things have happened." Stetson said.
any state employee earmarked as holdDeukmejian said Wednesday that
ing a "sensitive position" where drug the use of illegal drugs by state emuse would jeopardize public safety.
ployees, on duty and off, "is inconsis"The board of trustees does not tent .
with the special trust placed
necessarily fall into the specified cat- in such employees as servants of the
egory, although there have been ex- public
He said it is the state’s receptions in the past," Stetson said.
sponsibility to perform state functions
He said California State Univer- efficiently and without risk to the peosity officials are interpreting the gover- ple of the state.
nor’s use of the word "sensitive" to
The governor’s mandate comes
mean public-safety positions according two weeks after President Reagan’s
to the State Department of Personnel.
order that could affect as many as I.
This would mean it applies to million civilian workers.
state fire officials. highway patrol and
Under the federal order, state
similar positions, he said.
agencies will determine who will unWhen asked whether university dergo testing after a 60-day grace pehealth administrators and other school riod for volunteers.

Promoters present
products in art quad

Kenneth K Lam Daily
SJSU wide receiver Stephen Crawford. 22,
reaches for a pass from above as Cal’s Sidney
Johnson. I. reaches for Crawford. Although the

staff photographer

ball eluded Crawford. victory was easily within
the Spartans’ grasp Saturday as SJSC tamed the
Bears 35-14 in Berkeley- See story. page 5.

Speaker tells how firm fights contamination
By E.C. Walters
Daily staff writer
The Hewlett-Packard Co. plant on Trimble
Road will spend more than SI million this year to
keep its industrial chemicals out of San Jose’s air
and water.

The Trimble Road site manufactures semiconductors. fiber optics, light -emitting lamps, bar-code
scanners, detectors, emitters, diodes and transisters
Using a slide demonstration. Brownell described some of the environmental -safety procedures
used at the plant.

strippers, slurry and acid waste water, is transported
through separate pipes, which are clearly labeled.
Pipes that go through open areas inside the building
have troughs beneath them to catch leaks.

The troughs are sensitized to give a warning
when there is a leak and to tell where in the trough
H -P stores most chemicals that must be pure the leak occurred.
For its efforts, the California Water Pollution
Control Association for Northern California has hon- in one -gallon bottles.
In production dreas, workers are careful to
ored it with the 1986 "Industry of the Year Award"
Employees carry these bottles in containers use the appropriate drain for the chemical they are
in the Large Industry Category.
using, and there are secondary containers around
that catch and contain any spills.
Gail Brownell. H -P’s environmental engineer
each drain.
for the site, spoke on "How Hewlett-Packard PreThe areas where chemicals are stored have
Used chemicals are neutralized into an acid
vents Groundwater Contamination" at the first backup concrete sumps, or collecting pits. to contain
waste water with fluorides, arsenic and sludge left
meeting of the SJSU geology department’s Society possible leaks.
over.
The
waste water is neutralized again and reto Adapt Building to the Environment Reasonably
In all employee work areas, fumes are pulled leased into the ecosystem.
on Thursday.
SABER is a campus organization of students, out through hoods, which measure the chemicals
The sludge is put into holding tanks with tilprofessionals and laymen which supports environ- flowing thniugh them.
ler presses that dry it
The fumes are drawn to tubes with scrublsers in
mental protection.
Brownell’s job includes air-emission control, them on the roof. After the chemicals have been reThe consolidated wastes are shipped in fiber
waste -water treatment, hazardous -materials storage, moved, the air is released. The cleaning water goes drums, which 11-P hopes to incinerate. These wastes
hazardous -waste disposal, and ground-water protec- to another cleaning system.
can he incinerated when the air to he released in the
Each type of chemical, such as solvents,
tion.
See SAFETY. back page

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
People called out into the
crowd, encouraging them to step up
to the booths and try to win a prize.
It was like a carnival, but not quite.
Instead, prizes were given
away or raffled off Friday afternoon at the SJSU art quad.
Fourteen different products
were featured at the showcase,
which was sponsored by Spin magazine and Pontiac.
Roy Lotz, promotion director
of Metacorp, said that the showcase
will go to 25 campuses on the West
Coast. and SJSU was its first stop.
Metacorp is the organization handling Spin magazine and Pontiac’s
New Music College Tour.
-We are demonstrating the
latest in products as they relate to
the college student. This is basically a consumer show," he said,
describing various items such as
personal computers, compact discs,
and audio-visual equipment on display.
Spin magazine and Pontiac
also co-sponsored the concert on
Saturday night with the Associated
Students Program Board.
Products featured at the showcase included Akai. Crystal Light,
Demon, Cannon, Zenith, Baby
Ruth, Buttertinger, Rubik’s Magic
Puzzle, Pierre Cardin. Lifesavers,
Sony Compact Discs and Honda
Motors.
Students were mostly busy
filling out entry forms for raffles.
The drawing for the larger prizes
such as the complete audio-visual

from Akai will be Nov. I ,
I .iitz said.
Giveaways included candy
bars, drinks, posters and cologne
samples.
One of the activities featured
at the showcase let students paftict
%) \WM

’We are
demonstrating the
latest in products as
they relate to the
college student.’
Roy Lotz,
Metacorp promotion director
pate in the "World’s longest Letter to David Letterman." Using a
Zenith computer, people were able
to type whatever suggestion or
complaints they had to the talk show host.
Students also were able to test
their skills by entering the Rubik’s
Magic Cube Contest. Participants
were given two minutes to try to
solve the puzzle. Those smart or
lucky enough to solve the puzzle
received one for free.
SJSU student Due Vu was a
winner at the Ruhik booth.
"I just got lucky. It’s easy.
You just flip it around," he said.
Members of the Tau Kappa
Epsilon were hired for the day to
run the booths, along with their
little sisters and members of the
A.S. Program Board.
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Editors’ Extra
Leader elected on wave of emotions, not tide of facts
Along, long time ago, there
was a man who said a lot but
did little.
This man, through perseverance and a gift for speaking in public. worked his way to the top. In
fact, he became the nation’s leader.
The man was the embodiment
of strength and virtue He was
swept into office on a wave of public emotion.
The people wanted firmness,
and the newly chosen leader promised it.
The people wanted their country to he the supreme power in the
world, and the newly chosen leader
said he would re-establish it.
.
In short, the people wanted security . and they looked to one man
to bring back the good old days.
So, the man went about the
business of setting things right in
the nation. lie worked especially
hard at building up the country’s
defensive systems to protect it from
enemy attacks.

1,

The people had great fear of
the enemy. Each side could destroy
the other many times over, and
there didn’t seem to he much anyone could do.
But the great leader knew better.
The man devised an ingenious
plan to keep the nation invulnera1 hie. He called upo9 tte gods for
i inspear t led the.spirits re -w ...7"
spotiUM tnrilliance.
tair
Pu a shield in the skies to
ward off the assaults from our enemies," they intoned. "You will
never have to fear for your nation’s
safety again."
When he announced his plan.
there were many respected people
who felt that it was unworkable.
They pointed out that such a shield

MSS

’1111, 11,

grew and grew, and defense contractors got rich beyond their wildest hopes - then, and only then,
would the leader even think about
arms negotiations.
Prospects for serious arms negotiations are good, the leader said.
We can bargain from a position of
strength now, the leader said.
And he built more weapons.
And he tested more. And he spent
MOM.

A summit meeting between
the two leaders would he a good
idea, he said. We really want to
achieve an accord by which we can
reduce the threat of catastrophe.
And he built more weapons.
And he tested more. And he spent

Thomas
Gary
Morlan

He kept on talking about arms
reduction, lie kept on insisting it
w as his main priority. But his actions belied his words, and he shot
down existing arms treaties like a
gunfighter in a B -movie.
Unfortunately, this was the
only "take.’’ If he screwed up this
scene, there would he no second
chance.
The people trusted this man
with their very lives. They had to.
The leader had set them on a course
which was becoming harder and
harder to deviate from.
What happened to this nation?
A’s hard to say. The records ane
Jest,
reptemligr
much about the country.
-Much
The only thing they can remember is that the people wanted
peace, and all they got were words
of false hope.
Thomas Gary Nlorlan is the
sports editor. Editors’ Extra is an
open forum for editors who appear on a rotating basis.

Women: time to live for ourselves

Opinion

Letters to the Editor

more.

was expensive and perhaps impossible. The critics also argued that it
was a poor - -- and potentially dangerous
substitute for serious
arms negotiations.
But most of the nation was intrigued with the prospect ol ins incibility. And the leader branded
those who doubted his plans as pessimists.
His ideas had ellorlIUMS appeal, especially at election time. He
was, of courle 4rg-giek344 Ay an
overwhe I mi,gg maigitglag;
; "My main goal fierink second’
term is a reiliietiort’r-sfARven the
elimination - of deadly anus from
the face of the earth." he said.
But he had a strange method
of reducing the arms supply. He
built more. He tested more. He
spent more.
Once his plans were set into
motion, and the defense budget

Ii you se browsed through your local bookstore lately
you may have noticed that the main topic of the Top 10 best
sellers seems to have a common theme - women and their
hang-ups.
Yup. Sorry ladies. You’ve come a long way, but
you’re not there yet.
These are the hard facts You, very possibly, could be
harboring a "Cinderella Complex." Translated, this means
you have a hidden fear of independence that comes from
being raised in a home in which you were overprotected and
forced to follow mom’s role model when you really didn’t
want to do anything but play with trucks instead of Barbie%
You’ve got the dreaded gender panic.
Wait. That might be a mis-diagnosis. Maybe you don’t
have a "Cinderella (’omplex." Maybe you’re just one of
Much," This is in the same
those ’Women Who lose
vein as Cinderella, but goes
a step further to explain why
you aren’t happy in love.
You aren’t happy because you give too much of yourself as
a result of your desperate search for love from the only male
figure in your life growing up- - dad.
OK, so you’re not a Cinderella and you don’t love too
much. "Smart Women, Foolish Choices" is the choice for
you. This book will tell you how you got the way you are
(again. unresponsive dad takes the blame), why you act the
way you do (cute and indirect), and why exciting, elusive
men make you miserable.
All of the books have a test at the end of each chapter
)o help you decide if you arc, indeed, in need.
Are you confused yet? Good. That seems to be what
!
these books, or maybe the authors are after. Good, womanly confusion.
As women continue to prove they are capable in the
business world and are perfectly happy to go through life
!without depending on others to qualify their position, more
people are finding themselves uncomfortable with the new
’status quo. These books may have a purpose, but one has to
wonder what that purpose is. Why are women defining
themselves in terms of men’?
And, above that, why all the emphasis on women’s dependence in relationships? It could he because we’ve already proven our ability to compete in most realms of so-
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Paula Ray
Christiansen

ciety. Although there is still discrimination and some
measures of inequality when it comes to women and business, most intelligent people cannot ignore proven fact.
But now we need a new struggle. is that it’?
It’s interesting to note that men do not seem so preoccupied anymore with finding out whether women belong in
or out of the home. Most men seem willing to accept
women in whatever role they choose.
Women seem to feels need to explain why they choose
their career paths, he it company executives or mothers.
Men don’t explain why they are the way they are, they just
go on with what they’re doing and get it done, letting the
settled dust speak for itself.
Men don’t explain themselves in terms of women.
They don’t worry so much about how moms treated them
differently or how dads ignored them or how big sisters
punched them out once or twice.
Men don’t write volumes and volumes explaining their
need to be who they are. They just accept their existence
and prove who they are by being their definition.
If women could just accept themselves and stop explaining their need to accept themselves, perhaps we would
make some permanent progress.
Men and women are not equal. Apples and oranges are
not equal. Ability is equal and actions speak louder than
words.
It’s time to stop writing so many words and get back
into action.
Let’s stop analyzing our Cinderella Complexes and his
Peter Pan Syndromes and get down to "Life Its Ownself."

In Quintessence

Reader relates to editorial cartoon
Editor,
letter on
I am suiting in response to Joe Williams
Thursday. I enjoyed Angelo Lope, ’s cartoon contrasting the
current treatment of AIDS victims with that of "lepers." I
too am a Christian and Mr. Williams’ statements concern
me because they reflect a short-sighted view of the teach
ings of Jesus. He emphasized that it is not man’s place to
judge others but to offer compassion and healing to all.
Hundreds of years of misunderstanding and misguided
fear have added emotional suffering to the physical suffering of those with Hansen’s disease, more commonly known
as leprosy Hansen’s disease is. in actuality, not very contagious
far less than influenza, for example. Nevertheless,
sufferers in many pans of the world are still unjustly separatriKrWtheir families tmd the rest of society. I would
hateitologaihtsfigty-iepeatett in the casmof AIDS patients.
4 -:.) 1.,4.
estgLiells us in Matthew’ 10:8, "Heal the sick, raise
the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons; freely you received, freely give." There are no conditions! Our giving as
Christians is not to be limited to heterosexuals or any other
select group of our own choosing, but is to he offered to all
people. I hope Mr. Williams, and others like him, continue
to seek clearer insight for a truly Christ -like response in love
toward anyone suffering from AIDS.
Loren Mahon
Staff
Institutional research

Writer agrees with reporter s view
Editor.
I am suiting in regard to Janell Hall’s "Keep preacher
out of White House" article, which appeared on Wednesday. She wrote a plea to show the readers that possible presidential candidate Pat Robertson is just another Republican
gimmick.
A nice start to oppose Robertson’s campaign.
Who is to stop the introduction of film and TV personalities to the presidency’? With all respect to Ronnie Reagan,
when is this nation going to find a serious politician’?
To my knowledge, I thought actors were able to keep a
good budget due to their experience with multi -million dollar earnings. Oh, perhaps I had forgotten that Mr. Reagan
was only a B -movie actor, although it still isn’t excuse for
this nation’s $2 trillion deficit.
The politician is a person who is able to:sell himself as
God’s gift to us. This seems to be the plan for Robertson.
On nationwide television. he said if his followers could
raise $1 million, then he would run for president. Is this just
another wealthy preacher hypnotizing the people who follow such fast -talkers’?
Maybe so. hut I don’t believe in such garbage. I
thought that preachers were supposed to help people, not’
steal their money.
The content of Hall’s article unveils a good perspective
to view Robertson. What ever happened to separation of
church and state’?
Janet! Hall, I thank God for your ability to help stop
such con men such as Pat Robertson.
Ivan von Nagy
Junior
Business/Finance

Article pleases SJSU family
&Idol%
I must admit that FAI Bellerives story about us made
the Balgooyens look pretty good. hut I would like you to
know that Ed Hi:Derive and your staff photographer, April
Swift, made the interview easy and pleasant for us by their
professional attitude and skill.
We also can attest to the fact that the information was
accurate.
T.J. Balgooyen
Professor
Communication studies

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor.
Bring them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
class standing and phone number.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not
be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.

Craig
Quintana
I
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Passing judgment
a cloud just below the gates of heaven, a man
Onapproaches the ecumenical immigration center, joining the handful of souls waiting for en- .
trance to the hereafter.
.
ANGEL:" ’Take a number and ED ittl !cfyott ins
minute or two. I .
A heavenly minute equates to a decade or so in
earthly time. Several minutes go by.
GEORGE: "Excuse me."
ANGEI.: "Don’t rush me, who do you think you
are, God’? Ok, name."
GEORGE: "Deukmejian. George Deukmejian."
ANGEL: "There seems to he a hold on your records. Take a seat over there and my supervisor will
attend to your case in just one minute."
The angel calls his supers kin’, who approaches
the area with a large, leather-hound volume in hand.
St. PETER: "You Deukmejian’’’.
GEORGE: "I am."
St. PETER: "’There’s a notation in here to consult with Him. I’ll have to call upstairs to find out
what The Big Guy wants.!’
The saint dials but gets no answer.
St. PETER: "Line’s busy-- it’s Sunday down
there and He’s a little tied up at the moment. Won’t be
a minute.
"You wouldn’t know what he’s talking about
would you’? I mean. He doesn’t usually get involved
with these things. The last time he did was Richard
Nixon, and boy, was that ever a doozy."
GEORGE: "I’m dumbfounded, don’t have a
clue. I always endeavored to do the best I could for my
fellow man and his lot in life and worked for the common good of all. Never let my personal desires and
wants get in the way of the public good."
St. PETER: "’You wouldn’t have been, by any
chance, a politician’?"
GEORGE: "Yes, but how did you know"
St. PETER: "Even we aren’t allowed to sound
that pious. Still. I’m intrigued by all the fuss, let’s see
what’s in here."
The sainted figure thumbs through the thick bound volume, stopping at one passage and nodding
his head gravely.
St. PETER: "It says you ordered mandatory drug
testing for some state employees hack in 1986, but refused to take the test yourself. That didn’t sit well with
Him. There’s something here about if you’ve gonna
play God, then you’re gonna have to be just as holy."
GEORGE: "I didn’t think it was necessary. It’s
not that I was against testing for myself, it’s just that I
didn’t have a sensitive position at the time."
St. PETER: "It also says here, that a short time
after announcing the order and up until your earthly
demise, you wouldn’t respond to questions about taking drugs yourself."
GEORGE: "That didn’t mean that I was a chronic drug user. I just didn’t like the idea of everyone
and their brother knowing what I had for breakfast. I
didn’t think it was any of their business as long as I did
the job."
St. PETER: "AIL I see. Curious. Well, we’ll just
have to see how that plays with The Guy upstairs. I’m
sympathetic, because if we had stricter standards up
here, that awful business with Satan could have been
avoided.
"But you never know how he’s going to respond.
I gave up trying to outguess him after the Sodom and
Gomorrah thing."
An ear-bending ring disturbs the heavenly calm,
as the ecumenical intercom signals that He is ready.
St. Peter answers the phone and converses with the
other party for several heavenly minutes before returning to the anxious man.
St. PETER: "Well, I’ve got good news and I’ve
got had news. The good news is He understands now
about the testing
infact, even likes the idea."
GEORGE: "And the bad news,"
St. PETER: "Here’s your cup .
"
Craig Quintana is an assistant city editor. In
Quintessence appears every Monday,
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On the wings
of a myth

Spartaguide

Wildlife foundation tries to dispel rumors
and breed respect for birds of prey
MOUNT JULIET, Tenn. (AP)
The bald eagle is the most promiFact or fiction: Bald eagles are blood- nent among the six species of predathirsty killers that eat chickens and are tory birds in danger of becoming excapable of clutching human babies in tinct in the United States. The others
their talons and carrying them to are the California condor, snail kite,
mountaintop nests.
aplomado falcon, peregrine falcon and
"You’d be surprised how many Hawaiian hawk. Sheppard said.
people believe things like that," said
"In general. about three-fourths
Kevin Schutt, standing beside a row of of the endangered critters have sufwooden chambers where he heals, fered a habitat loss or degradation,"
feeds, exercises and breeds birds that Sheppard said.
are injured or have become too tame to
"We’ve added exotic species to
survive in the wild.
Schutt, president of the Cumber- the habitat that the native species can’t
land Wildlife Foundation, said bald compete against. We’ve cut the foreagles are "very sociable" birds that ests, plowed the prairie, sprayed the
eat mostly fish and sometimes scav- fields with pesticides. Over the last
enge off dead meat. They will protect several hundred years, a lot of the
their nest, but there is no documented earth’s surface has been altered by
mankind.
case of a bald eagle
attacking a person
"I don’t think
on its own.
we should try to
’One of our top
"We try to
stop progress. hut
separate myth from priorities is
we should use a
fact," said Schutt,
little forethought as
interpretive
education to how to proceed
one of several
foundation workers
without affecting
who visit class- about wildlife because some Of the crearooms,
nursing
native to the
that’s really wildlife’s tures
homes, parks and
area,"
Sheppard
other places where last chance."
said.
people will listen
Schutt, whose
Kevin Schutt,
to them set the retoundation
has
cord straight about Cumberland 31, ildlife Foundation cared for about
birds of
1,800 birds since
prey.
opening in 1982,
Misconceptions about bald eagles says 90 percent of the injured birds
and other birds particularly predabrought there were hurt through some
tory birds have prompted many peoencounter with man.
ple to shoot, trap and harass them, exA lot of them have been shot or
perts say, sometimes threatening caught in steel traps, while others have
species with extinction.
flown into telephone wires or other ob"One of our top priorities is inter- jects. And then there are the unusual
pretive education about wildlife be- cases, such as that of an American kescause that’s really wildlife’s last trel that flew into an air vent in a printchance." Schutt said. "If the public ing company and landed in a glue pot.
doesn’t begin realizing what the situa- "I must have worked about six hours
tion is pertaining to these species, we cleaning him off. He looked like one
won’t accomplish anything no matbig glob of glue," Schutt said
ter how much breeding we do and how
The world will never be able to
many birds we bring back to wildenjoy hundreds of species that have allife."
ready become extinct, Sheppard said,
noting that a single male dusky seaside
sparrow in captivity at Disney World
Spartan Daily
’is all that is left as far as we know.
Serving the San Jose State
Fdran ’practical purposes, that sparrow
is biologically extinct.**
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A.S. Leisure Services will hold
sign-ups for 3-a-side basketball and innertube waterpolo leagues from 8 any.
until 5 p.m. weekdays through Oct. 13
in the Leisure Services office next to
the Spartan Pub. Call 277-2858 for
more information.

The Spartan Juggling Club will
hold a meeting from 6 until 8 p.m.
today in the upper level of the Student
Union. Call Brad at 277-2402 for more
information.

The Hillel Jewish Student AssoContinuing F.ducation will hold
ciation will sponsor a lunch and learn
an International Programs Information
at 12 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus
Meeting from noon until I p.m. today
Christian Center. Call Sandra Silver at
in the Student Union Almadem Room. 294-8311
for more information.
Call Julie Rosier at 277-3781 for more
information.

The &1S(’ Karate Club will hold a
general meeting and workout at 7 p.m,
tomorrow in Spartan Complex, mom
75. Call Debby at 273-9817 for more
information.

GET FISHY WITH US. . .
For Monday Night Football

Circle K. a service and leadership
College Republicans will hold an club will hold its weekly meeting at
executive meeting at 12:30 p.m. today 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
in the Student Union Guadalupe Union Pacheco Room. Call Tom at
Room. Call Paul Romero at 281-7322 269-2350 for more information.
for more information.
Career Planning and Placement
will sponsor a seminar titled "I.ife Beyond Design Engineering," where
professionals from various fields will
provide information on career opportunities, at 12:30 p.m. today in Business
Classrooms, Room 207. At 1:30, there
will be a co-op orientation session in
the Student Union Costanoan Room.
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for
more informatio.

from the San Jose Merciiry News

LOU ALEXANDER

Student Health Advisory Committee will hold a meeting from 1:30
until 2:30 p.m. today in the Health
Building, room 208. Call Oscar Battle
at 277-3226 for more information.
The Dept. of Anthropology will
sponsor a lecture and film showing on
Cambodian refugees and their health
problems by Stanford University film
maker Ellen Brunoat 7 p.m. today in
the Instructional Resources Center,
room 302. Call J. Freeman at 2772553 for more information.

Big Screen T.V.
2 for 1 Draft Beer
$1.00 Shots of Schnapps
$1.50 Chili Dogs and a Draft Beer
Free Appetizers (hord)
Every Monday Night
Including Thursday Night
Telecasts

Delta Sigma Pi will sponsor a lecture by bank consultant Gordon Grout
at 7 p.m. tomomm in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call James
Brady at 356-285O for more information.
LOOKING FOR AN
ADVERTISING CAREER?
SAN JOSE STATE
AD CLUB PRESENTS:
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Perhaps the most startling extin,
tion of all, Sheppard said, is the pas,
ing of the passenger pigeon, which at
one point darkened the skies of the
Midwest and may have numbered 50
percent of all the birds in North Amer- III_
ica in the 1700s. The last one died on
Sept. 13, 1913, at the Cincinnati zoo.
"People just hunted them. The,
shipped trainloads to the market for
cents a pair during the Civil War das.
And now they’re gone." he said.
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(with this ad)
(Expires 10-17-86)
140 E San Carlos
Btwn McDonalds
& Jack -in -Box

971-2222

ACCOUNTING
MAJORS
Do
You Know Us?
We conduct audits at most of the Fortune 500
companies.
We employ 4,000 professional auditors.
We issue over 50,000 audit reports annually.
We have 420 field offices throughout the United
States and overseas.
We have our own technical training institute where
over 3,000 auditors receive training annually.
We use state-of-the-art microcomputers and
software programs in audit applications.
We are the largest audit agency in the Executive
Branch of the Federal Government.
We saved the government some $7.5 billion in
1984 or about $48 for every dollar spent.
We hire over 500 auditors and auditor trainees
annually for our expanding work force.
We offer:
Meaningful responsibility
Professional training
CPA coaching courses
Diversified experience
Career ladder promotions
Flexible work schedules

We are the Defense
Contract Audit Agency
Our representative will be on campus on October 6.
Contact your Placement Office to sign up for an
interview.
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’The SJSU Cycling Club will
show bicycle racing TOY it.. AI 8 p.m
tomorrow in the Student Union Mon
talvo Room. Call Ken in 286- 5943 lin
more information.

See Directory
For Photo Drive-Up Nearest You
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Buy one American Greetings card (minimum value of $1.00)
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’86 activities
bring together
old and new

Homecoming memories
50-year overview
stirs sentiments
By Scott Hamilton
Homecoming. Mere mention of the word conjures
up visions of bonfires. kings and queens and alumni returning to the scene of their educational crimes.
But homecoming has had many different meanings
at San Jose State over the years. Consider the memories
of homecoming over the past 50 years.
Nor. 7, /936. Humboldt State Although home co nn ing did not become a formal campus event until
1948, one football game was given special attention each
year.
The 19.36 game was not held here, hut 338 miles
away at Humboldt. A committee headed by student Ernie
Nelson attempted to arrange a carpool caravan for interested students Organi/ers on the other end of the "Eureka Classic" promised those who made the tourney
’something doing every minute.’
At the beginning of the week. "See You at Humboldt" stickers began appearing everywhere on campus,
and Nelson said he expected 100 travelers.
The total cost of transportation. accommodations
and food for the weekend was $7.50 per person. Students
were even assured dates would be secured for them at a
student body dance held at Humboldt in their honor.
By Thursday, Nelson’s prediction was down to a
"smallcaravan of 20 die-hard supporters.
The 28 -man Spartan team, led by hard -fighting
fullback" Bill Lewis and "pugnacious tackle" Bob
Drexel, hoped to extend a winning streak with a win over
lumboldt .
Much to Nelson’s chagrin, a lonely 10 supporters
ti.,yeled by a combination of car and train to see Humboldt shut out the Spartans, 20-0.
0, totter 25, /946: Brigham Young As the Spartan
Memorial Chapel was being planned and Bill "Bojangles" Robinson was playing at the San Jose Auditorium.
tour "handsome, husky. dashing Spartans served as
pallbearers for a slaughter of BY1. I’s cougar mascot at an
on -campus rally.
Coach Bill Hubbard said he was confident that his
’ ’Flying Spartans" were up for a victory.
All 5.972 SJSU students were told that unless they
wore gold and white rooter caps, the only game seats
available to them would he in the end /one.
"Rugged line play" by the likes of end George
’Ferry and tackle Marshall DeBisshop held BYU to 17
yards rushing and bought the Spartans a 14-0 victory.
Nor. 3. /956: Denver UniverNity
Homecoming
was finally established as an official celebration at San
Jose State in 19411 to combat student apathy toward the
Mothall team.
With an honest -to-goodness homecoming queen
named Anna Beal and the second-hest passer in the nation. Bob Reinhardt for a quarterback, the week of festivities before the Pioneers’ game was called "the biggest
and the hest."
Spartan spirit soared in ’56. A bonfire was held in
the Spartan Stadium parking lot. An 1R -float parade
wound its way through downtown. And a post -game
dance featuring the Billy White Combo drew 500 alumni
to the Santa Clara County fairgrounds.
San Jose State Coach Bob Bron/an brought his
team, then known also as the "Golden Raiders. to the
field minus fullback Claude Gilbert, who suffered a broken leg weeks be tore the game.
The Spartans staged a second -half rally before 14,000 spectators, scoring two touchdou ns in the last 2:11.
in an Mon that Bronzan termed "too little too late."
Denver emerged victorious from the chilly affair.
35-26

Spartan’s 1956
homecoming
queen Anna
Beal,
participates in a
parade, "A
Century Of
Spartan
Sports." Photo
front 1957 SJSU
yearbook
A 1957 yearbook
photo of current
Head Coach
Claude Gilbert.
Nov. 5, /966: UniverAity 01 Idaho
Queen Suit
Seydel reigned while students donned flapper skirts. raccoon coats and straw hats. displaying the "Roarin Twenties’’ homecoming theme.
News of the day distracted students’ attention from
the week’s events, though. as Republican hopeful Ronald
Reagan campaigned in San Jose against incumbent Got
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown.
Closer to home, a fracas broke out when male dormitory students celebrated Halloween by throwing
clumps 01 grass at cars, attacking the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house and slathering coeds with eggs and mud.
Nonetheless. KNTV broacast the homecoming parade live and the Coachmen, a local rock ’n roll band,
played at a bonfire dance at the fairgrounds.
The Spartans managed to shine against the Idaho
Vandals. snundly defeating them 21-7. A potent offense
was sparked by quarterback Danny Holman, who went 18
for 25 with 287 yards passing. and end Steve Cox, who
had eight receptions for 147 yards.
October 30, /976: University of Sawa Clam

Homecoming sunk nearly to the point of ohli% ion during
the 70s, largely due to the Vietnam War. Festivities were
mit held on campus lOr much of the decade, and 1976 was
no exception.
On -campus crimes did much to divert student’s attention from homecoming achy ties. The University Police Department identified eight trouble spots where theft,
drenkio livtpg, armed robbery. burglary . maliscious
mischief and rape werg occuring.
Even
then,.
the
possible
loss
of
53X10 campus parking spaces was a concern.
Consequently. the homecoming game was doomed
to the sports page. in spite of a strong Spartan team that
went on to clinch the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
title two weeks later.
Twenty-two senior players were honored by being
announced first at the game. They and the rest of the team
then gained 543 total offensive yards while clobbering the
Broncos 50-15.
Oct. 4, /986: FreAno Stott I’Mrersity The story
remains to he wriuen.

By Edward Itellerive
Daily staff writer
Homecoming ’86 combines old traditions and new
spirit as SJSU prepares for Saturday’s football game against
Fresno State University, said Tint Onvco, homecoming
committee chairman.
Plans for this week include live hands, a street fair, a
rally, and a bonfire among other things. Events were selected so the entire student population can be involved. he
said.
Homecoming banners were scheduled to he displayed
this morning in the Student Union Amphitheatre and outside
dorms and houses near campus. This year’s theme is "Feel
the Roar.’’
I.ive entertainment is planned for today. The new
wave -pop group. Heroic Airmen is scheduled to play between 11:31) a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in the amphitheater.
Today through Thursday, the homecoming committee
is sponsoring an SJSU trivia contest called "Scavenger
Hunt." Unlike a true scavenger hunt where one has to
search around the campus for items, trivia questions will he
published in the Spartan Daily, said Rebecca Purdin, homecoming committee vice chairwoman.
She said trivia questions are based on events and people in SJSU history that were gathered from material in the
archives of Wahlquist library
Purdin said this is designed to give commuting students a chance to panicpate in homecoming activities.
Three questions of increasing difficulty will appear in
the paper each day. Each correct answer turned into the Associated Students office in the Student Union by 5 p.m. is
eligible for the drawing. Answers will appear in the following day’s issue.
A pair of homecoming football tickets and a homecoming T-shirt will be the prites for each level of difficulty. The
prizes will be awarded Thursday night. The winners will be
notified by phone. Purdin said.
Tomorrow is Alcohol Awarenesss Day, a new addition
to homecoming activities. It is labeled as a community service project. Purdin said.
Representatives trom the California Highway Patrol.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving and O’Connor Hospital
will each speak for 20 minutes in the amphitheater between
II a.m, and noon.
Street Faire ’86, set for Ninth Street near the Student
Union. will take place Wednesday and Thursday. The fair
will feature 30 booths and as many as 20 tables including
games. food and informational exhibits between 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. both days. Orozco said. Campus unity and
positive community relations is the goal of the fair, he said.
Live hand entertainment will resume Wednesday when
the Soul Senders firing their version of rockabilly to the
amphitheater between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Thursday wraps-up the week’s day -time events with
the conclusion of the scavenger hunt and Street Faire ’86.
The Kingpins. with their nuxlem rendition of 50s sounds,
play from II a.m, to noon.,
The Homecoming king and queen fina)ists wjll folloyv.
modeling SJSU sportswear tiiim the Spartan Bookstore at
12:30 p.m. in the amphitheater.
A rally and bonfire are scheduled for Friday night beginning at 8 p.m. in the ROTC field on the corner of Seventh and San Carlos streets, said Randy Faiai, SJSU
cheerleader.
SJSU cheerleaders plan to lead participants in a rally to
show school spirit. Falai said. Local high school eheerleading squads have been invited to attend to foster community
relations.
A wood bonfire, sanctioned by the San Jose Fire Department, plans to feature Fresno State’s mascot, the bulldog. to be burned in effigy, he said. Campus groups are encouraged to participate in the "yellfest"at the rally.

Year of royal reign
enters final days
Homecoming King and Queen of 1985-86 say farewell
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
The goal of Jeff Kaneko and
Mary Jo Dufault as last year’s homecoming king and queen was to set a
precedent for homecoming week in
years to come.
"We wanted to create a tradition
again and get something going for the
future." said Kaneko. who came on
campus Wednesday and Thursday to
promote this year’s homecoming activities.
"I knew I was graduating and I
saw this as sort of a last shot to really
do something for the university . . . I
really felt it was important." he said.
Dufaufi said she tried to represent
the school in the way she would want
another student to represent it. "by
helping others and promoting goodwill
in the community in the name of the
school, Default said.
Kaneko is front the Bay Area and
Dufault is from San Carlos. Dufault is
a member of Delta Gamma sorority
and lives on campus.
They both admitted that their goal
was to make a major change in the
school’s image and make students
proud to say they attend this university.
"The king and queen are public
relations people for the campus:* Kaneko said. "they have to he able to
meet people and get involved fin
school activities)."
Kaneko was thinking about
SJSU’s future when he was chosen to
run for the king’s position by Delta
Upsilon, the fraternity organization he
founded
Both Dufault and Kaneko commented on the changing atmosphere
among SJSU students "People are
getting involved, they’re friendly and
they’re active," Kaneko said
’I see students more involved.
but I Nick they get even more active,’’
Kaneko said. "There’s still a lot of
changes that can he made SJSU can
be like any other school where students go away from home

"My experience in all of these
things paid off while I was king because you have to be involved." he
said.
Kaneko and Dufault put a lot of
effort into defining the roles for this
The Homecoming committee
year’s homecoming king and queen.
announced Friday night the six fiKaneko said his role was not well esnalists for this year’s king and
tablished when he hegan and the repqueen.
resentation and need for such
The finalists for queen are:
guidelines should he emphasized.
Victoria Fakes. a 23 -year-old se"I did a lot of work compiling innior and advertising major, sponformation and guidelines for next
sored by Alpha Phi Omega; Karen
year’s king and queen," he said. "The
MeGlaughlin, 21 -year -old senior
homecoming king before me didn’t
and liberal studies major, sponleave me any references and I feel it’s
sored by Kappa Delta and Regina
an important pan of organ’, ing the poMurphy. a 2I -year-old senior and
sitions."
advertising major, sponsored by
Kaneko said it is hard to be effecAlpha Phi.
tive as a role model if you don’t know
The finalists for king are:
what that role is.
Mitchell Dahood. a 24 -year-old
The real emphasis is on the peoiunior and radio/TV major. sponple who are representing the school as
sored by Alpha Phi Omega servking and queen. There is a real need
ice fraternity: Kevin Rice. 23 for both royalty members to have
year-old senior and marketing
a"dynamic personality," he said. It
major, sponsored by Sigma Chi
has to be someone who can take the
and Mark Wilkerson, 21 -year -old
initiative and get involved on and off
tunior and molecular biology
campus.
major, sponsored by Alpha Tao
Sponsored by Moulder Hall, her
Omega.
residence at the time, Dufault said she
was nervous about representing the
Kaneko*s hope for SJSU is that
university.
will merge more with the surrounding
"They needed someone to go for
community and some day be more of a
it. and I thought it would he fun . . I
traditional college town, instead of a
didn’t really think that I would he
commuter school as it is now.
picked," she said.
Kaneko graduated last year with a
Coming from an Italian family,
business -management degree and a
minor in cybernetic systems. He is who doesn’t hesitate to voice its opinmarketing representative for Kosakura ions, didn’t make it any easier, Du fault said. "Everyone supported me,
Tour: and Travel in San Francisco.
"Being homecoming king and but I felt a lot of pressure because I
going through the interviews helped was to afraid of letting someone down
me prepare for formal job inter- in the dorms or at home." she said.
views," he said. "In my job I have to Being responsible for how people view
meet a lot of people and I have to be on the university is an honor and also a
burden, she added.
the hall."
Dufault said one of her favorite
While at MU. Kaneko was publie -relations chairman for the campus activities was when she and Kaneko
Inter-Fraternity Council and also vice worked with the Special Olympics in
president in the Cupertino Junior Los Angeles.
’
"Working in the Special OlymChamber of Commerce.

Finalists
announced,

Spartan Daily file photo
Homecoming king and queen. Jeff Kaneko and Mary Jo Dufault wave their trophies while taking their victory
lap at last year’s homecoming game against LDP. This year’s game will be Oct. 4 against Fresno State.
pies was good for me." she said. Her
major is industrial recreations. She
plans to graduate with a double minor,
one in nutrition and tine in human performance.
Duran!t said she felt the interviewing process before the homecoming committee was good experience
"I had never been put on the spot
like that before, it forces you to learn
to act and react quickly." she said.
"It’s excellent experience for job interviews in the future.’’
"I really liked being homecoming queen, hut it will he nice to get
hack to being myself, the real me,"
she said "It’s so easy to he mistaken
for this image (of queen) instead of
being recognized for who I am as a
person.

But, she admitted she will miss
being approached by friendly strangers.
"People are interested in you because of what you’re doing for the
school," Dufault said.
The screening process for prospective kings and queens is fair,
according to both former title holders.
’I have made some changes because I think it is a very responsible
position . . you are representing the
school. Its more than just a popularity
contest. It’s a job,* Kaneko said.
He said he plans to remain involved with the alumni that he had
contacts with while being kin. He
said he still has intentions of making a

difference in the way SJSU is represented.
"The alumni have given me
background in the business world
along with several contacts," Kaneko
said. "I know I’ll remain in contact
with several of them . . . that’s a lot
of what it’s about.’’
Kaneko and Dufaults’ last duty as
homecoming king and queen was to
coordinate and prepare for this year’s
homecoming celebrations and prepare
for their successors.
"I think this has been the most
exhausting pan of it all," Dufault
said.
"But," Kaneko added. "it’s the
icing on the cake."
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Football team claws Bears, 35-14

By

Len Culman
Daily staff writer
Can you say blowout?
The Spartan football team sure
can after storming into Memorial Stadium in Berkeley Saturday afternoon
and giving the Bears a 35-14 beating.
The SJSU offense was awesome.
amassing 565 total yards -- 210 on the
ground and 355 through the air.
The Spartan defense was equal to
the task, holding Cal to just 56 yards
rushing and 280 yards passing.
"I am,extremely happy, pleased
and delighted," SJSU coach Claude
Gilbert said. "Our theme this week
was to play a complete game."
Quarterback Mike Perez, OH of
45 for 348 yards) had a field day
against a Bear defense that just
couldn’t manage to pressure him consistantly the entire game, sacking him
only once.
"I could tell by their defense that
we’d be able to move the hall consistently on ’ern." Perez said. "We knew
that if we could keep the (Cal) defense
on the field we could tire them down."

The Spartan receiving core was
led by wide receiver Guy Liggins. who
caught 6 passes for 114 yards, and had
a 35-yard touchdown run on an endaround in the second quarter to put
SJSU up for good at 14-7.
"Tim Stejskal (Spartan center)
had a nice block and Kenny Roberts
(SJSU wide receiver) gave me a downfield block that set it up," I.iggins
said. "One guy came a little close, but
I managed to avoid him and take it into
the end zone."
Spartan tailback Kenny Jackson
got his ground game going, rushing for
116 yards on 24 carries for a 4.8 yard
average.
"I felt that I was more consistant
today and didn’t have a lot of mistakes,"Jackson said. "I’m getting my
confidence up a little bit so I can perform well again."

SJSU (10-0) is the No. I team in
the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches Association poll, while the Aztecs (18-01
are No. 2. In the NCAA poll, SDS1. is
ranked No. I. followed by SJSU.
SJSU, which has been rolling
over its opponents in past weeks, will
face a very tough Aztec team, one that
has captured the Oregon Tournament.
the SDSU Collegiate Classic and the
Titan Tournament.
The Aztecs are led by All -America candidate Liane Sato, the conference’s leading setter with a 13 assistsper-game average.
Hitters Kris Morton and Kim
Harsch are key players in the Aztec at -

Saturday
I Soccer team sutlers its third and fourth losses of the season.
Volleyball team continues winning ways. beating Fullerton State
See tomorrow’s Daily for details.

Offense shines in second win
SJSU running hack Randy
Walker had a good day both running
and receiving.
He ran for 81 yards on 17 carries
and one touchdown, and caught 4
passes for 40 )ards.
"The offensive line did a great
job today." Walker said. "We came
in pretty confident. I think they (Call
might have come in overconfident,
and by the time they gathered themselves it was too late, we established
our game."
Spartan offensive tackle John Aimonetti said that he felt the SJSU offensive line was heating the Bear defense physically .
"We weren’t much bigger than
they were, but we were a lot stronger
and a lot quicker, and we were getting
in their faces and moving them
around," A imonetti said."
The Spartan defense held Cal
quarterback Brian Bedford to 226
yards passing and -1 yards rushing.
Bedford was tenth in the Pac- 10 in
rushing with a 44.5 yard average coming into the game.
Bear running back Marc Hicks.
an All -America candidate, was held to
a mere 38 yards on the ground on 14
carries, but he caught 6 passes for 107
yards and two touchdowns.
SJSU linebacker Sam Kennedy
said he was pleased with the way the
Spartan defense played.
"There’s no secrets We’re just
playing better than the other team.’’
Kennedy said. "I think we can hold all
opponents to a minimum of points."
The game got off to a goixl start
with SJSU holding Cal on its first
drive to just three plays and a punt.
The Spartans took over ii their
own 28 and marched 61 yard. oil 14

SJSU, Aztecs battle for No. 1
By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
The long-awaited showdown between two of the nation’s powerhouse
volleyball teams will take place tonight in San Diego as the Spartans take
on the San Diego State Alfel:S.

L ame our own worst enemy," SJSU
offensive coordinator Terry Shea said
’On the first drive, I wanted to try and
run the football when we got down
there. We just didn’t get it done.
plays, but were held to a 27 -yard field
The Hears scored a touchdown at
goal by kicker Sergio Olivarez.
the end of the first quarter to put them
This marked the first time SJSU up, 7-6. hut that would prove to he the
had scored in the first quarter all sea- only lead they would have as the Sparson.
tans scored on the big run by Liggins
The Spartan defense held the midway through the second quarter 1.
Bears again, this time allowing Cal go into halftime leading 14-7.
only 6 plays before taking over at its
The Spartans went up 21
own 20 and marching 55 yards down about nine minutes remaining In
to the Bears’ 25, where Olivarez con- third quarter on a one -yard run by fullnected for a 4I -yard field goal.
back Donald Stewart. The drive con"On the second drive we had two sumed 80 yards on 10 play+.
illegal procedure penalties so we be SJSU would score again one possession later when Walker took it in
front the one to put the Spartans up .’(
’There’s no secrets.
7.
After a 46-yard pass play to Hisk,
We’re just playing
made the score 28-14, the Spartans
pulled a trick out of their play hag.
better than the other
when fullback James Saxon took a
pitch from Perez and connected on a 7.
team.’
yardpass to tight end Bill K lump.
Sam Kennedy,
’I think the field position gave its
S,JSI. linebacker a chance to go to our special
Shea saint

Weekend Fare
. Field hockey learn loses to Cal. 4-0

Spartans on the Air
KSJS (90.7 FM)
Air time
7:20 p.m. Game Time: 7:30 p.m.
Monday.
tack.
Last week. Harsch was named the
PCAA co-Player of the Week along
with SJSUs Lisa Ice.
The Spartans should be 100-percent healthy for tonight’s contest.
Senior middle blocker Marla
Healy, who sprained her ankle in last
week’s match against Oklahoma and
has seen no action since the injury, is
expected to he ready to do battle
against the Atiel:S.
SDSU will be trying to maintain
its unblemished record, which is the
longest winning streak in PCAA history.
Cal Poly San Luis ( /Iwo set the
P’AA record last year \k ill] IF. straight
victories.
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Spartan Daily Call 277-3171
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yearbooks & prepare to test your knowledge of SJSU!
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1.ohnrt Hall WWI Nth;
SIM .1011 Stair I ’not CI,111

crici
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EVERYONE CAN ENTER

Just answer the questions, and turn your answers in
(with your name & phone number) to the A.S. Office
(S.U.) by 5 pm today. On Friday, all the names of people
with the correct answers will be put in a box and three
winners, one from each category, will be drawn. They
will receive two tickets to the Homecoming game, and a
Homecoming T-Shirt. So start reading those old SJSU

F 0111,111’il hi (Met

firs: dav
hitshanah

4,1T111111.0(7011FR 4.10.1 M
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QUESTIONS:
FROSH-SOPH (Easy) What
year did the
dorms open?
VARSITY (Harder) What
were the Spartan
Spears & Spartan Shields?
San Jose
ALUMNI (Very Hard) Who is
State’s Olympic Champ. 1952?
ONLY ENTER ONCE A DAY.
ALL ANSWERS IN FRIDAY’S PAPER.

R 111111 I’det 11 MORRIS R.tR711.41
Hdo,.., Union Collo:, Ion twlen
I %TOR I %%IT ATFINHER6. tilt
Inn inCcirt
F riT.41ininsion
HIM Office
244.8111

Get the ADvantage.
ADVERTISE
in the
Spartan Daily
277-3171

THE WINDOW
A. TO YOUR
FUTURE

()

ADVERTISE
d,

Juniors,Seniors&Grads...

GM YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT

[ LA
CHN
ACE FOR
THST
REE AIONTIIS
OF FREE A !I’LL(’ A RE

Macintosh Plus
$1399 or $63/month*

%UP,. I//% OF A1’PI.IT4R1
1 RI I H\ 41.1, MAO.’.
11 RS PURCII
It!! ()R!’ sl
MIER

512K Enhanced Macintosh
$1055 or $48/month
(Free Macintosh carrying case to first 50
customers purchasing a 5I2k enhanced.)
11 Printer
ImageWriter
800K
l
aDrive
nre
txE
C
$469 or $21/month*
$299 or $20/month*

ORDERIN(; INFORMATION

Prices quoted include a discount tor cash. check or Apple Credit Card purchases.
If you wish to use Visa or Mastercharge please add 3%. we can take orders over the
phone and can ship them upon receipt of a check or appnwal of credit. Shipping
and Handling charges will be added to cover the cost of UPS Ground plus insurance. Apple
Credit Card purchases will require your signature in person at the time of submitting your application and pull: has,
You can also come into the store for immediate delivery! You must be a full time student for the Fall 1986 semesici
at SJSU to qualify to purchase a Macintosh from Spartan Bookstore, To place your order Of request an
Apple Credit Card Application call (408)-277-3043. Limit of one computer system per customer.
*No down payment necessary.

SPA RTA N
BCX )KST( A14

SPARTAN SHOPS PI151

Service

di

our Major

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple i imp at.. In,
is a trademark of AlsIntosh Lahorators, Inc
. and is used .11h express permission of its owner
MacirlInth

Just bring a copy of
your school I.D.
No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Date: September 29 to October 3
Time:10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Place: Bookstore Side of Student Union
CMBANOI
Claw* (Sea, Weft. NA Meal* POE
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Vision of hope
A.S. director Tijani has dream
of uniting different cultures

Julie A Bennett - Daily staff pholf
Jammaid Tijani., A.S. director of intercultural affairs, talks about his plans for the future in the A.S. council chambers

.

,er

By Gene Johnson Jr.
’I took the chance running v,hen I Ailey.
Daily staff writer
the majority of students on campus are white.’
Martin I.uther King. Jr.. had a dream.
Tijani said. "If you try and fail you can he
Jammaal Tijani. Associated Student direcproud of yourself that you are a part of the elector of intercultural affairs, has a vision with
toral process on campus."
many similarities.
"If you don’t have a voice in government.
He said he envisions all races living toyou don’t have hope." Tijani said. "If you
gether without friction. He feels that by total
want hope you niust he a part of the solution
commitment his vision can be seen by the
Everybody wants to go to heaven but no one
whole world.
wants to die for a cause.
Tijani’s vision first calls for the unifica"Philosophically I’m a sound liberal; I
tion of all foreign students, he said.
may look to he a liberal ideologically. But I can
Tijani, who is from Nigeria. said the forhet you I’m a conservative on discipline and
eign students find it difficult to understand and
principle."
trust each other because of differences in ideas.
When asked how old he was Tijani, who
clothing styles and tastes in food. citing lanappears to be in his late 20s, said, "My age can
guage as the biggest barrier.
be told in the way I think. What is important is
When everybody sees everybody all
how I perceive myself."
they say is ’hi’. ’Hi’ cannot bring togetherness
Tijani said his first goal as director of inamongst students."
tercultural affairs is to donate his first month’s
Tijani said methods to increase student
salary of S75 to the Disabled Students Services
unification include having food bazaars, recogProgram. the Child Development Laboratory
nition of different countries’ independence
and the Greek African I.etter Council.
days and learning about other
Tijani came to the United
countries’ histories and customs.
States in 1982 to study engiTijani defines culture as the
neering. After spending two years
way you show people what you
at Long Beach City College he
are and what you stand for.
came to SJSU in 1984.
By exposing all these differHe goes hack to his home
ent factors as a vehicle for comstate of Oyo every summer.
munication. Tijani said he figures
He said 4he lifestyle in Nigethat foreign students can unite for
ria is the same as in America in the
a better understanding.
sense of food and clothing, but
"We can all have the trust
Americans aren’t as culturall
and believe that we are all one,"
conscious as Nigerians.
Tijani said. "The only thing that
He said he feels Americans
could make us look different is bedo not respect the elderly when
cause of our color. Besides color I
they place them in retirement
believe we are all one."
homes, shutting them off from the
Black people also play an imrest of the world.
portant part in Tijani’s vision. He
Tijani also said Americans
wants black people "as a whole to
don’t value their lives and pointed
Jammaal
realize their roots and to be more
out that Americans who use drugs
understanding of their African herdo not value their bodies, let alone
itage and culture."
life itself,
Tijani calls for all blacks to meet and he
Tijani. a senior majoring in aeronauticfriends with Africans on campus so that one
s/engineering, said he chose the major to help
day blacks can understand the African culture
his country’s air force and department of transand come closer to their own ancestral roots.
portation.
"Africa is for Africans," Tijani said.
Tijani said there are not enough Nigerians
"You can be horn in America, you can he born
in either department. He said there should be
from England, you can be horn from Russia.
more Nigerians representing their own various
So long as you are a black man you are still an
governmental functions.
African."
Tijani said he plans to take the experience
"My vision is to see my people (blacks)
he learned from being intercultural director to
unite." he said.
his home country to be an adviser in either forTijani also said the blacks on campus
eign affairs Or d01110.lis: issues.
heavily criticize the whites on campus because
Tijani said he will offer his ideas to a
of the heavily populated white student governleader who will v.iirk for the elderly and poor,
ment at SJSU.
someone who has a strong belief in technologiTijani pointed out that blacks are at fault
cal advancemeni
in this matter and quickly stated that if blacks
Can dreams ,..oine true? Is Jammu! Tijawould become more active in the electoral proni’s vision but a distant reality?
cess on campus the criticizing would stop.

Jammaal Tijani says he
left Nigeria to study
engineering so he can
eventually advise his
country’s air force and
department of
transportation.

T

>

’f

Photos Courtesy of Jammaal Tijani

Tijani,

top, held his niece Shari Hatt, during a 1981 naming ceremony where the Yoruba clan celebrated the addition to their famFijani-Itello, left, inspired
ily. Tijani says his mother. Munirat
his hopes for racial unity. Tijani and his girlfriend Raschi Datu.
above, attended her parents’ 1980 party celebrating the purchase
of land to build a house. Wearing a lace danshiki, a young Tijani,
right took 11 break in 1%4 from his Lagos elementary school.
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Yesterdaily

Peter Stein
Campus

The San Jose
I !brat’) 111.11f1 branch has received for the A.S. to allocate them funds tor their planned esents
the itii-ahead to begin compiling a collection ot c pact
discs, that vo ill he available to the general public Jan 1

The Associated Students hoard of directors voted 6-4
Wednesday to adopt a resolution opposing Proposition 63.
the -English-only-Initialise
The resolution. proixised by Annabelle Ladao. A.S.
director of Non-Tradmonal Minority Affairs. came under
tIre from sonic members of the hoard vs ho said it ix as a
v, ash: of tune

Sports
The top -ranked SJSU volleyball team kept on rolling
Wednesday night, beating the Cal Rears. 15-n, 9-15. 15-4
in front of 437 people at the Spartan Ciy m. The non -conference ictory brings the Spartans record to 941 while Rears
fell to 7-4.
SJSUs African Assareness Month Planning Committee held its first meeting on Wednesday. discussing the need

Rel: Center construction crews are scheduled to arrive
on campus today.. but no dirt will be turned for an idditvynal
v. eel..
Conflicting reports loan Se% eral parties so ’re go en for
the questionable delay in consiniction

It U111LerSilles
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Santa Clara County Supers our and state Senate candidate Tom I.egan made a campaign stop at SJSU Wednesdas He spoke to about 25 students and addressed such issues as education, Proposition 63 and the current state
legislature A short questifin-and-ansuer period follosved.
The SJM College Republicans sponsored the event

morning."

A recent mandate handed down by the California State
University Chancellor’s ()t)ice shifts the responsibility of
recruiting and educating ill lhtvlrity students from indis iduals

Bloom County

Tau Kappa Epsilon sponsored a toy doll diving contest
held in the art quad Wednesday afternoon. Mark Jagow.
TKE member, won a sesen foot inflatable alligator as the
grand prdre tor the contest.

"I just couldn’t face getting out of bed this

California is becoming a majonty -minority state and
ignoring the special needs of minority students would he
"cutting our own throats.- said Wit! Associate I kan of
Faitication Consuelo Rodr tem!, .
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Wanda Folk

School Daze

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

McDONALD sNOW HIRING. Premium
pay hours !legible around school

ADULT (XXX; CL OSSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 (wording)
to get your copy 24 hry FREE

schedule Too -ti, days 10.35
hrs wk
Interviews ME 3-4prn
Contact Mike or Lucy .1 305-3095
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

RESEARCH PAPERS

15 278 AVAIL.
ABLE. Catalog $200 Research
11322 Idaho 020601 Los Angeles
90025
VISA MC
or

NEED SOMETHING MORE than lust
another job, Gain valuable TELEMARKETING & STATISTICAL RESEARCH SKILLS while earning

CO0(2131477-8474

$418 hr working days or evenings at the SJSU Annual Fund
Call Deb -at 277 9206 3-5pm week-

510-0380 WEEKLY Up mailing circular& No quota. bosses Sincerely
Interested rush sell -addressed

days

envelop*

Network COW
POLB1072. Crystal Lake, 0 00014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE," San Jose s best
BUGS All guaranteed". 100. h.
nancing

OAC Call VW Restoration at 297-6700 $200 discount on
vehicle purchase w univ 10

NOW HIRING CLERICAL STAFF tor
the SJSU Annual Fund Work
close to campus 14-58 hr
12
hrs wit on a Ilex schedule Cell
Deb 277.9206 3.5prn wkdays
PART & FULL TIME RET Alt HELP’ IN
bon&
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work and semester
break work if accepted you will

1511 TRUE you can buy peeps Or $44
through the US Government,

earn 59 25 starling. Part time 1201
earnings per week equal 5185

Get the farts today. Call 1-312
742-1142 NI 8115

Full (40) earnings per week equal
$370 No experience is needed be
cause of our intensive on the rob
training program Good math and
reading skills are a plus Some

80 TOYOTA CEL ICA GIL B 5spd air
Sterna.. %Int cord must see.
53500 cell 913-1182

evening and weekeno positions
are avoilable end some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In

75 OPEL MANTA rebuilt eng new
clean inside runs well
Must sell $900 bn eves 7167129

scholarships are awarded internships are possible and you may
earn 234 credits per quarter or
sernester
During r 0u. winter
spring. snd especially summer
breaks lull lime work is...table

APPLE

Rent
MACINTOSH USERS
time on a
LaserWriter
Plus
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services elso Call
DAYSTAR at 358 2717 Pickup
and delivery Reasonable rates.

Call today for information and an
interview or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM 2 PM 14081
275-9885 11 the line is busy
please be patient and try sgain
An equal opponunIty comperry

quality work.

in Wordstar wordpertect writing
assistant or profession& editor
South San Jose Some Afternoon
ciNses only 227-1990

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS DOS CP M ALTOS

PART TIME WAIT PERSON HOST for
Japanese Restaurant Cell 14151
490-2883
PROFESSIONAL NEEDS ASSISTANT
part time
$5 hr
student must
know how to type and be familiar

RELIABLE

BACKUP
BAINSITTER
WANTED evenings wknds It in

Over

Creative
Ices

Data

wrested cell 279-5026 after apie

monitor

while you work Answer phones
PT 4-8prn 3-5 days Pet 9969877

Sery

256k 2 drives

keyboard

MG P

5895

64011
20M0 hard disk drive
monitor
keyboard $1095 Dot
matrix printer $240 Leiter quality $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St 02 corner of Son
Salvador PC-COM 295-1606

FOR SALE
FRIDGE FOR DORM elm Large Aver.
19 21 v 32 (hti Only 3 mos old

TEACHERS A AIDES for preschool
LG SJ area 6 E CE units preferred
(4081723-1131
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking or a levy
outspoken people to sell air time
This position requires a good
voice and a strong desire to make
money Cell Mrs Greer at 3773800
TELEPHONE

$75 ho Dan 971.8695 after 9prn

lows Plus 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center let Saratoga & Campbell
Ayes j San Jose 378 5646 10,
discount on Futons with this lid
ONLY ONE model and size
123 lot bike but you can own
new 12 speed tor less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales otters low.
cost tranporfittlon needs for the
student 30 day guerentee All

I SELL

Call Days 942-7738
Eves 293-4780 Ask or Joe

sales final

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Bor
row them from u’ Real Estote
MollystIonel Sales & Business
home-study corneas Hundreds
to Choose from’ Well also accept
any used courses for Credit to
ward the annual fee UNLIMITED
The Seminar Library

(000)824.2222 v 132

HELP WANTED
DOWNTOWN RE AL ESTATE office
needs mature receptionist 9-5
MWF & 2.5prn T TH Good not
last typ rag Professional dress
Code Call Ray or Jim al 298-5522
Type
40
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE
wpm Willow Gler Prescription
Phar All wks IMF 3.7pm & Sat
9 10.3prn /3 85111 to start Will
Irate Call tor appl . 2116-8281
FOR PART TIME work,
Togo at 900 N First St is hiring
for day tim, positions Meese call
287-4570 or inquire wIllfin

LOOKING

needed
MINATO Japanese cosine Call
.1
896.9111
Mac

LUNCH

SHIFT

WAITRESS

ewe

benefit of volueble professional
*wooden. Must be motivated
orgeffiNd & outgoing Call Deb
Ander/ for additional int 271-9206
3.5pm wkdays

time

Sell
Mercury -

Sat Cell today 14081983-1800
2

CRAZY

YOUNG MILLIONAIRES
bought pizza parlor Need counter
end NfiverY People Must like

sports cows Or Suess books
etc No freaks. 248-6828 ask for
Or Anderson or Batty

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished secure and sale rooms FREE 01111
ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates -shared or eln
gle available Walking distance to
San Jose State Office
ST 998-0234

72 N 5th

HOUSE 2 bdrm NO0 mo w housesitting duties 1800 rno we Good
situation for reliable student
Close to school Psul 7254904
OFFICE SPACE NEAR CAMPUS. 2400
SF Victorian house. $1950
Skylights 2nd nom sun deck
hardwoNS floors
newly renovated Call 297 2980 days
ROOMMATE

WANTED FEMALE to
share gulch 4 bdrm house in
Campbell near Pruneysrd with 2
females end teocher
share util Call 377-1854

$275

WHY RENT" If you rent and share
you can buy and share No creditor job .cesNry with low clown
Call Frank or Lauri .1 14981 3857119
1920 CLASSIC -1 barn, apt w bonus
room Muer be clean quiet &
sober 551 S 6th St Single-N/5.
double 5.495 Cell Robert al 2930989 707-2077

8311
JOUR MASS
COMM
DECEMBER
GRADS." Sign a petition to
change the dale 01 GRAD ceremonies from THURS 12 18 to
alter FINALS on FRIDAY 12 190
SAT 12 20 Petition posted outside DWIGHT BENTEL HALL 117
NATIONAL GAY -131 contact club 18
men and women Conlidental low
rates Send SASE to NGCC no
Bo v 28781-K
Son Jose
Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control pro
grarn No drugs no exercise
i00v. gueranleed Call 14001 245)503
PROFESSOR. EXAM FILES available
tor
Engineering
IS
required
courNs in CE. EE ME and Mat
Engri. FIT Calculus Chemistry
and Physics Avalleble at Sporran
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERINNENTL ’I" Confidential 335 S
Samoa.] Ave
San Jose Call
247,7484 for appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center SundayL utheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and B 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry t 298-0204
for worship counseling programs
and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie Shires Fr Bob Leger Sr
Joan Psnella
nsber

Rev

Norb

Firn

24 -HR NATILUS HEAL TH SPA membership $300 Save spot.
$385
for firm year $145 for each addl.
tional year Call 241 5095

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL Stop shaving %vexing
tweezing Let me permanently remove your unwented halr (chtn

BACKACHE?,

Free

eNifilnallon

&

care as port of research project
If you hove had low back pain for
more than 8 months & are 20-95
yrs old pies. cell Pelmer College of Chiropractic -West it 14081
244-8907. NI 401
FEMALE
five

COMPANION
with sincere

tummy. moustache back
shoulders etc) 15. discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas 1986 & get your 1st
spot at 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren R E Call 559-3500 tor
appl 1645 5 Bascom Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
AUTOMOTIVE

EXTERIOR
REFI
RISHER’ Body tech 10 yrs caper
Very reasonable rates The ref bc
tions on you’ Call Scott Coop De
ville at 0108) 358-4268

FE IF a"
IS THAT DESIGN protect
due & you hove no resources for
idees or what to build, SRI Elec
Ironic. Is COmmitted to &tering
low cost electronic Icomponentl
& computer information needs tor
the student Call Days 942-7736
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

WANTED to
handicapped

perienced professional word pro ceasing
papers
theses
resumo. office overflow mailings,

To-\
(...WELCOME
elUSINESS 130’ j

newsletters

Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 Min.
urea from campus Words and
more (Pamela) 923.78 tO

C

ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE
ACCOUNTABLE for telephonery that
tools typing that
tops -try
Tony 296-2087 SI SO per page
double spaced All work guar
anteed
Trust Tony 296.2087
Thanks

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P J sword pro ceasing &tees quality guaranteed
work at competitive rotes F wafer,
cooed in thesis term papers
group protects resumes menu

ON, ,
DRIVER!

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group projecls wel
come Spell Check even, lime re,
disk slOrage Database capability
Standard A micro cassette transcription Word proc trng on
SAMNA
&
word
perfect

et-

e

P
hlr

larak vre

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust

LaNrWrIter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest gustily work
at student rales St 50 page Call
(NESTOR .1 350-2117
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes term pa (sera transcription
No lob 100
small’ Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome, Office
Alternatives 294-2974
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt accu
rem literate BA in history Wang
Word Processing spelling errors
corrected Long manuscripts wet come Will pick up deliver Also
available critical reading assistance in rewriting

Dan 0 Rear

978-0277
BARRE SWORD PROCESSING Have

Classified

lob oral process Eperienced in
Mertes manuseripts papers reprolesional
bock -up
(Wines
work

formatting (Turabian, APA. NC)
fertner English maffor highly dependable Willow Glen Area easy
to
locale
Call Mrs
Morton
(Marshal born 8AM4PM at 266-

Reasonable rates L ocaled
Call Bathe at 926-

conveniently
4370

BECK SECRET ARIAl
Student papers resumes business typing
needs word processing Willow

9448

Term

WORD PROCESSING
papers. reNarch papers

theses & dissertations (Campbell,
Turabian APA 3rd ed I. screen-

word processing avollable seven
days a week Limited
&

PROFESSIONAL

plays, resumes. cover b follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books. arti
cies short stories) transcription
Free SPEL-CHEK minor edit (if

word
processing
Reports
the., dissertations group pro

requested(. proof disc storage
Student faculty discounts Cluick

delivery 365-1012
CALL

LINDA

FOR

264-4504

lob Quick turnsround accurele
$2 ds page 993-9760 Word lor
Word Enterprises -5J
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 266E1448 Emphasis on correct punctuation sentenc structure. and

BLE RATES" Free disk storege
P.m 247-2681 (Sent. Choral See
SJSU F11118 Directory of Classes
for additional coupon Nvings

ENTERPRISE

Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast. accurate typing end

Protessionai confidential sod dependable service at AFFORDA-

turnaround 244-5425
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers theses rNurnee dissertations etc for students and facufty We also do tape transcription and bookkeeping Free dela
storage Call 245-1789
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
person& legal business. word
processing rNds Term paper..
reports resumes cover letters.
theses diaNnations manuals
All scadernic formals
APA
Spelling. grammar. punctuation
osislence

All work guaranteed

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast, Let me help, Tenn papers. letters. reports. IhNes reIasi end profesmarch papers
grammar
FREE
sionally,

NEED

spelling essialanc

PRESTO

CLEANING

& SERVICES
carpets & win-

Homes. office
dows (4081264-3094 269-6025

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writer, Nholers. and public officials
Specializing In historical. polltical. biographical topics Student
discounts &reliable For free into
write CIO. 6003-8 Meiors Lane
Columbia MD 21045
RUNNERS. ATHLETES" Deep tissue
muscle work tor en NOa compelftive edge and increased effi-

Call Marcie et 294-6147
(work leave memoir) or 926.1274
balm/it pm
PROCESS IT WRITE" .curly end stir
dents can rely on accurste
timely production of newsletters
reports resumes publkations.
manuscripts
correspondence
etc Will aid In grammar spelling
punctualiOn For prompt 7 day
response. MN* meseage for
Panillail al (408) 275-8253
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term (ampere.
thNes. etc Occur-Me prompt
$225 001 space per page Sara
loga area. call Joan at 74158411
PUT YOUR WORDS In theft best perprolesExperienced
Nective

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON? TYPE

Mil I do.

Theses
dissertations
reports
Eight page minimum sit months
tree disk storage On-line word
proceseing ask tor Jaye at 2541029
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time P.

slonal word processing papers
theses resumes Specialist in
protects
scientific
II 75-13 page Call Vicki at 781-

technical
3054

IBM are.

SERVICE for all
your typing needs Student roles
fencing from $1 to 01 75 per page
Clutch turnaround Disk Monroe
Ica 30 days Cell (408) 946-4987
Ask tor Amanda or leave message

QUALITY

TYPING

on machine
end
Canines. corrNpondence 4451. eentence
lance with vocabulary
structure and rem if requested

RESUMES.

COVERLETTERS

Call 268-9446
RESUME & TYPING We use IBM 07
COMPUTER Word Star and letter
quality printer Resume $5 up
Typing

S1 50 pg double space
block from campus PC
CON 404 S 3rd St e2 corner of
San Salved. PC-COI/295 1606
One

PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business sery

reasonable a near ant

Ices Fest
yersity C21114040 292-4047

REPORT PAPERS Word
THESES
processing iv extra attention to

demo

5299 tor students 03 pg
for professionals Resumes SIO
Save your work or the IBM PC or
later uN Gremmar punctuation
& spelling checked Printed
in
Erickson
pribiffiations
(many
Word Processing 317-5293
TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rates

Call P.M el 246-5633
TYPING SERVICE tor students and in
struclors Dependable reliable
accurate work Reasonable rates
Asingnments 10 pgs
end over will be accepted only
:all 14081 738-1876 Sunnyvele
St SO pg

area Long range essignmNts
cm n be submitted by mail fro your
’eminence
WORD PROCESSING-RESUMES Meets and harm papers Ressoneble
roles Duality ...vice able to do
bold tece and right margin pretifi
cation Coll 259-9446 Not far from
SJSU
ZEE s TYPING and Secreterial Serf,
ices Fast occurste work easeable seven days a week Located
in the Blossom Hill Santa Ter.&
area I imbed pick-up end Sella iffy Call 305-1012

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters puf spaces for each lehei

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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One
Day
3 Lines $3 55
4 Lines
$435
5 Lines $5 15
6 Lines $595
ach Additional I

Two Three
Days Days
$4 35 $4 75
$515 $555
$600 $635
$680 $715
ne Add $ 80

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$105
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175
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Print Name

Enclosed is $
Circles Classification
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
lost & Found
Computers

Phone__

Address
City & State__

ciency Call Richsrd .1 272-4349
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth eyes
and money too For information

Reasonable

rates

(404) 365-1893

confklentlai Weekdays. evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center. Koll Business Perk et
Hwy 101 & N Feiroaks Ave 14081
714.3115

re,/

4:2P

A CASH REBATE - IS cash discount
to new customers on roper. 10
IfifiNe Line Page tree ryPing Or
reports 29 pages Professional
typist and skilled word processor

Do you have a paper due soon, Does
it need to be typed, Cell loday to
schedule your word processing

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women Special tale with
toculty or student 10 Private &

(
,

software Hrs M -F 8 30-5 30 Reserve lime now for your upCOrnMg thesis dissertation or menu,
script Chrystel 923-8461

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sult with SJSU student for 30 mm
ules FREE Prclice limited to all
aspects of immigration and natu
rellratIon law
Office located
wfthin 10 minutes from campus

LOOK AHEAD" Prepare tor the future
now’ Learn lo Nlablleh or repair
yours now. Vise MC available
Cell Fl I Enterprise for details fil

7HE
DATING 64ME
SHOW:

70

jects rNumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rate,
Transcription available Alrnaclen
Rranhaer area Free disk storage
Prot Steno Typing Service 14081

Call Robert Ng at 14081 289-8400
tor an appointment

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

scripts & letters I coated in North
San Jose only monorail from cam
pus Call P J at 923-2309

FRENCH TUTORING by French native
speaker
Graduated ttom the
Urn( of Pens reasonably priced
Francois el 279-4575

and brochure Ne AS Office or
call14041371-6811

PERSONAL

MARKETING DIRECTOR -Upper division Marketing Mator wnld to design & Implement multlfecled per.
sonnet recruitment for the SJOU
Filtrable
20-25
Fund
Annual
hr wk
salary 810000 *fringe

SALES -part

subscriptions to the
News Guarenteed $4 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or
4 30PM-8 30PIA
Mon -Fri
plus

FUTONS." Quality cotton products
Create your own living & sleeping
space with our futons pillows
and frames Custom Futons & Pil-

borrowing

Sunday brunches lectures Tuesday
lunch and Learn
Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information call HIllel at 294-

bikini
SMALL OFFICE. relaxed atmosphere
Jeans oh Close to school Study

(4081866 6080

IBM XT COMPATIBLE

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TION" Shabbal dinners parties

fer BASIC Cell lvan14,51852-5021

Portables-OSBORN- TRS80
500 Disk formats
Word Pro
$14 00 a disk
cessorsMeg
Tapes
Prompt Service Pll & Delivery

Plea.. call Brian at 298-

2308

addition it you qualify corporele

COMPUTERS

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private instriictIon on the IBM PC

man

HEW S r Antf.AsCA’S FUruAl
BUSINESS LEA0EAS/ THEY’VE
C.OfnE A LAW, WAY, THESE CAPMINS
OF cAPIMISMI1

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

- Zip
I no,

Dav,

Classified Desk Located Outside D9112011
Hours 9 00 AM 1o3 30 p M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Gala party marks
Hewlett-Packard fights
Rec Center start up to keep water clean

Professing health

GALA. from page I
Supervisors may also attend, she said.
The 15 -piece jazz ensemble will
provide musical entertainment for the
event. Under the direction of musical
instructor Daniel Sabanovich, the ensemble specializes in the big -hand
sound, Hermann said.
Isabelle Fine, a local mime, has
been hired to offer something different
to the presentation, Hermann said.
Fine will serve as "silent MC"
for the ceremony, portraying different
events and activities that students will
someday engage in at the center, she
said.
Krazy George, best known for his
wild manner of rousing audiences at
sporting events, also has been scheduled to appear.
Hermann said she was initially
unsure about having Krazy George and
a mime at the same time, hut alter she
considered the contrast between the
two, intrigue replaced her apprehension
I think it will he really interesting, because they both need someone
else to play oft of." she said.
The SJSU cheerleaders may also
make an appearance. hut Hermann

said she is still unsure about thi.
In addition, there will he a tent on
the field where guests can pick up free
ice cream. Kee Center informational
brochures,
balloons
and
even
. . SUREC headbands.
Styled similarly to the printed
headbands worn by Chicago Bears
quarterback Jim McMahon. the royal
blue hands are emblazened with gold
lettering
which
reads
"SJSU
SUREC.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
was originally scheduled to turn the
traditional first shovelful of soil.
Hennann said Fullerton changed
her mind last week because she preferred another idea: having students
participate instead.
Associated Student body presidents and Student Union Board of Directors chairmen from the past live
years will now turn the soil. Fullerton
wanted to honor these individuals and
their work in planning the center. Her.
minus said.
Serious discussion about the tea
sibility of such a center first began iii
1981. Planning began when the center
was approved by student vote in
\ larch 1982.

SAFETY, from page I
process is 99.9 percent pure. Incineration is preferred to landfill
dumping.
The plant keeps recovery
drums for emergencies.
The waste -solvent tanks are
in above -ground vaults.
Besides these control measures H -P is also working to use
safer and fewer chemicals, in -

is
Hewlett-Packard
working to use fewer
chemicals,
house recycling and re-use, reclaiming of such minerals as gold
and mercury by vendors, compaction and destroying waste.

z
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MARK ALAN PROI II

11
Abraham Hale - Daily staff photographer

Political
Science
professor
Alden Voth finds time between
classes to "stay fit" with push-

SAN JOSE STATE

TAILVITEEA7ARTY

ups. In A1ay Voth celebrated
his 60th birthday by running 81/2
MHO. %% ii

a break.

STATE (Homecoming)
vsFRESNO
SAT. OCT. 4. 1:30 P.M.
em UTAH STATE
SAT. OCT. 11, 1:30 P.M.

SPARTAN STADIUM

Fresno St game win Air Cal ECU 36 TV trips to
Vancouver, Canada Homecoming KEEN Bud
painter caps to tit 10.000 See Kevin Sweeney
Heimann candidate Utah St game. win Amer.
ican Airlines KICU 36 TV trips to Europe

Special Student Rates samisen,
Reserved Se,t,
Unteserveu Sedis
Faculty $taff Alumni
Pe, Game nese,vm

TICKET INFO (408) 277 -FANS

I I(
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BACK -1c ) SC.HOOL SPECIAL

TUES,
SEPT. 30
9 p.m.

LORD
JOHN’S
INN

W FELD
THE CLOWN

FRANKLIN
& THE
ALAMEDA

Look lin.
our insert

next to
L’nt%

of S.C.

lay’s
nil NT

Critt to(

COMING OCT. 11 AT THE CABARET

THE BOB RUBIN SHOW
WITH MONTY HOFFMAN AND
S.J.’S VERY OWN "TREE"
CALL 554-1911 FOR INFO

2

Coming Attractions!
September 29th
Second Park and Ride lot opens at 7th and Humboldt!

Coming.
Expanded Shuttle Bus Service for both
lots (12th & Keyes and 7th & Humbolt)
7:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. M -F

Coming . .

. t.

October 9th
Student Union

Rideshare Day
County Transit
Free Day Passes, Discount Flashpasses
Info on Carpool and Vanpool Options

Be Smart and Share-a-ride
or use County Transit!
Contact Traffic & Parking for details!

1....11.11. I.
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(;RE(; AJGANIS Olympic (liver
University of California at Irvine
Six time Workl Champion. Won
2 gold medals at the 1984 Olympic
Games. Silver medalist (at age 16)
1976 Olympics. The only diver to
r score a perfect ten in interional competition. Graduated
th a major in drama, a minor in
dance. Member tthe Olympic Hall
of Fame.

it!

.10S I ENS
AMERICA

S

COLLEC

Ale

JAMES I /ePREIS’T Conductor
1 iniversity of Pennsylvania
DER RAII SHELTON Actress
Okl Dominion University
A Phi Bela Kappa and former
Mimll.S.A. Speaks Spanish, Italian,
French, Hebrew, Greek. Starring
roles on television include The
mi Raw, and Mandy Winger on
Dallas. Also a successful
writer, and currently at work on a
health and beauty hook.
/elxirall Shelton has style al II I
variety. .lust like .loslens.

)STENS
A

COLLEGE

RING

Currently directing the Oregon
Symphony (*chest ra. Won first
prize in Dimitri Mitmpoulos International Conducting Competition
in 1964. Served as Assistant
C4inductor of t New York
Philharmonic, Associate Conductor
of (he National Symphony, mid
Music I )irect or of IA Whesiln%
Syniplu )(ague tie Quebec.
Internal kinally-acclaimed for his
performances and recordings.
.kunes /ePreisl knows t here’s a
certain ring to success.
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$4404 3-L 4100,

offany 18K ring
SI."
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offany 14Kring.
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offany 10K ring.
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